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A DUTCH
DROPHEAD COUPE
Built for Neville Crichton, the former racing car driver and now Australia’s leading motor car
distribution magnate, MY Como is the latest in a long line of superyachts to be owned by this
ocean-going businessman.
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FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO
> SPECIFICATIONS
LENGTH OVERALL: 151’6” (46.20M)

GREYWATER CAPACITY: 290 US GAL (11,000L)

LWL: 145’ 2” (44.25M)

GENERATORS (MAIN): 2 X CATERPILLAR 6.6

BEAM: 29’6” (9.00M)

GEN-SET SIZE: 2 X 90.125 KW – 1500 RPM

DRAFT: 17’ 3’’ (2.37M)

BOW THRUSTERS: ZF 60 KW

DISPLACEMENT (FULL LOAD): 352 TONS

STERN THRUSTER: ZF 45 KW

CLASSIFICATION: LLOYDS 100A1, SSC, YACHT, G6

NAVIGATION ELECTRONICS: ECDIS (PAPERLESS BRIDGE)

HULL CONSTRUCTION: ALUMINUM

DEPTH SOUNDER: FURUNO

SUPERSTRUCTURE: ALUMINUM

RADIOS: FURUNO

ENGINES: 2X CATERPILLAR C32

OWNER & GUEST BERTHS: 10 BERTHS IN FIVE CABINS

OUTPUT: 1417 KW @ 2300 RPM

CREW ACCOMMODATION: 6-8 CREW

PROPELLERS: VAN VOORDEN, OPEN, FIXED PITCH

PAINT: AWLGRIP METALLIC SILVER

DRIVE TRAIN: DIRECT FIXED

TENDERS: 1 X 6.4M CASTOLDI TENDER

STABILIZATION SYSTEMS: QUANTUM ZERO SPEED

MODEL: CUSTOM DUBOIS YACHT DESIGN

GEAR BOX: ZF

BUILDER: FEADSHIP DE VRIES

SPEED (MAX): 19-KNOTS

COUNTRY OF BUILD: HOLLAND

SPEED (CRUISE): 16-KNOTS

DESIGNER: DUBOIS YACHT DESIGN

FUEL CAPACITY: 13,473 US GAL (52,000L)

NAVAL ARCHITECT: DUBOIS YACHT DESIGN

RANGE: 4,700NM

INTERIOR DESIGNER: REDMAN WHITELY DIXON

FRESHWATER CAPACITY: 4,227 US GAL (16,000L)

OWNER’S PROJECT MANAGER: MARK SMITH & STEVE JACOVER

BLACKWATER CAPACITY: 264 US GAL (1,000L)

YEAR OF BUILD: 2014

It was the American rock band Beach Boys
whose songs reflected the Southern Californian
youth culture of surfing, cars and romance in
the 1960s’ that first sang about that Little
Deuce Coupe. The lyrics described a hot little
sports car. Their album by the same name was
released in 1963 and stayed in the charts for 46
weeks, earning the group a platinum disc in the process. Somehow,
as you approach Como, her platinum colored hull shining in the
south of France sunshine, that song comes to mind. Because without
a doubt Como, the 151’, two deck motor yacht built by Feadship for
the former racing car driver, Neville Crichton, has the feel of a Rolls
Royce Silver Shadow drop head coupe about her.
We boarded Feadship’s latest launch in her permanent berth in Port
Vauban, Antibes where we were welcomed on board by Captain

The clever indoor/outdoor bar area ensures
continuity between interior and exterior
spaces, while the rotating floor in the main
salon is a terrific innovation.

I

Mark Smith, the yacht’s New Zealand born Master. He has
worked for the hugely experience owner for the last eight years
and attributes much of what we see and feel on board the boat to
him. This progressively shaped two-and-a-half-deck semidisplacement motor yacht is the first Dubois-designed
superyacht ever to have been built by Feadship. “But,” offers the
British-based designer, “it might not have been that way.” By way
of explanation Dubois continues; “When we first started with the
project, only Alloy Yachts and Fitzroy Yachts were in the frame
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CLASS AND GLASS
The design incorporates extensive use of glass. The yacht has
exceptionally large windows in the hull and a wealth of glass in her
superstructure. Throughout we discovered that the glass appears
flush with the metal, rather than being set into it. This creates a
continuous surface and engenders the impression that the entire
superstructure could be made of glass. The builders have used
glass extensively in the construction of Hampshire II, Musashi and
Venus, all recently launches from their shipyards in Holland.
In the same way that it transformed land-based skyscrapers, the
advance of technology in the use of glass has, over the years,
radically changed the way superyachts now look. In recent decades
the use of glass featured in the construction of large yachts has
been constantly on the rise. In 1960 the average proportion of glass
within yacht silhouettes was around 7 percent, a figure which had
doubled by 1990 as windows became larger, were placed closer to
each other, and played a far more prominent role in styling. Today
that figure is nudging 30 percent and in the case of Como has
reached 42 percent.
In 2012 Feadship initiated a study into load bearing glass that
focused on specific locations in the yacht: local, not global, loads.
As an exercise, the load of the wheelhouse roof of a 150 ft Feadship
was placed on the windows. After a wealth of calculations it was
discovered that by increasing the thickness of the front windows
from half to an inch they could support the roof. Five full-scale tests
were then carried out that proved an enormous amount of weight
could be placed on top of the windows. For regular windows a
normal load is prescribed by class of about 614 lbs per square foot.
The roof above is also considered a design load, and this was also
transferred onto the window (around 3 tons). Lloyd’s regulations

FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO

Glass inserts in the gunnels ensure uninterrupted
views from the bed of the owner's cabin.

to build her. Neville is a proud New Zealander and has over the
years been a very loyal and welcomed customer of New Zealandbased builders.”
Owner Neville Crichton told us “By the time we looked at the project
again two things had happened down under. The NZ dollar had
strengthened to a point that brought materials and labor rates on a
par with those in Europe and major shipyards in New Zealand were
shedding their work force. Suddenly with shipyards eager and hungry
to secure new build contracts, Europe became an option. Remember

also, sailing yachts built by New Zealand yards retain high aftersales
values, much in the same way that motor yachts built in premium
European yards do, and perhaps it was because Como was to be a
motor yacht that the pendulum swung in favor of Feadship.”
“Once the decision to work with Feadship was made, I followed the
construction process closely at all stages.” Crichton continued. “I
am pleased to report that the de Vries shipyard in Arlsmeer
exceeded my expectations in all areas. Working with them, both
professionally and personally, has been an enjoyable experience,
with a remarkable and unique superyacht as the end result.” We
concur without doubt. Externally, she imparts a wonderful visual
impact. Her flowing lines, reverse sheer line, bow profile and
attention to aesthetic detailing provides a sense of sleekness,
which is combined with a sense of power and seaworthiness.
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FEADSHIP'S EXHAUSTIVE
RESEARCH INTO GLASS
TECHNOLOGY AND ITS
USE IN LOCALIZED
STRUCTURAL
APPLICATIONS IS
EVIDENT. THE WINDOWS
FAR EXCEED THE SIZE
USUALLY PERMITTED BY
LLOYDS, BUT THEY
PROVED THEIR INTEGRITY
TO ACHIEVE CLASS.

TIME WITH…

BRAM JONGEPIER

FEADSHIP’S MANAGER
OF KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT

FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO
Feadship has always sought innovative
ways to introduce natural light into their
yachts. Please tell us where that began?
The current developments can be traced to
the first Future Feadship Concept design in
2006 called X-stream. We received an
enthusiastic response to our idea of offering
a fully glazed superstructure and a glass
observation area in the bow. This led to a
research program focused on the use of
very large glass panels, the deployment of
glass for strength, and the influence that
glass has on interior comfort levels.
Glass panes must have a major impact on
the routing of ducting, piping and cables.
How do you solve those issues?
We develop a layout concept with a
structural core containing stairs, ducting
and technical spaces similar to buildings.
This was first used in our 288’ (88m)
Mushashi in 2010, where the structural
elements around the luxury interior spaces
were kept to a minimum and the proportion
of glass to metal in her exterior profile is
over 20 percent.
Which other Feadships have been fitted
with larger window panes and
underwater windows?
Aeon featured glass in the hull and showed
how large windows at the waterline could
offer amazing views on the oceanic world.
This idea was brought to reality on our 257’
(78m) Hampshire II in 2012, which offers an
underwater viewing port of over 3’ in diameter
from the wine cellar on the bottom deck.

Venus, built for Steve Jobs, was a
somewhat revolutionary project to
showcase Feadship’s heart of glass, what
can you tell us about her?
Venus is head-turning 256’ yacht that was
created in a unique collaboration between
Philippe Starck, Feadship and their client
and no, I will not confirm who that is!
Venus is special in many ways, but it is the
use of glass, which has perhaps received
the most attention. The giant windows on
her pavilion deck required close
cooperation with Lloyd’s and glass expert
Eckersley O’Callaghan. Normal windows
are tested full scale in a steel construction
using water pressure to see whether the
construction will hold. Venus’ pavilion
windows measure 10’x8 ‘ however, and
there is no testing facility for such a size.
Moreover, the connection system is very
different as there is only a connection on
one side, with the windows resting on a
couple of supports. Once Venus was
launched we could measure actual hull
deflection with the tank loading centered
and completely to the ends. We were also
able to check the accuracy of our FEM
calculations–the first time anyone has had
access to real-life feedback on the

computational models used. Crucially,
we were able to replicate the results of
the tests to an accuracy of 10-15 percent–
an impressive figure for such an
extraordinarily complex product.
How does Como go further?
Here the superstructure glass is placed
on top of the metal, rather than being set
into it, creating a continuous surface.
These glazed side panels give
uninterrupted views from the owner’s
stateroom. And the exceptionally large
windows in the hull go way beyond what
is permissible from a regulation point of
view. We proved to Lloyd’s that we were
able to make windows suitable for that
location and size, and that the glass
laminate would hold.
Moreover, the glass covers the structure
on Como in a continuous glass band. We
had learned from the Venus project that
you have to measure and correct the
complete superstructure in the paint and
filler works to be able to make a fair
transition from the paintwork to the
glass and back to the paint again. The
gloss lines have to be continuous and on
Como, they are.

The four guest cabins on the lower deck enjoy vast windows that are fitted perfectly flush with the hull.
In the double cabins the berths are arranged to enjoy their full benefit.

require that windows be able to support four times the normal load
without breaking. The tests put four times the normal load on the
window and then started adding the deck load (compression load)
too. It took more than 15 tons of weight before they actually broke.
Feadship are now convinced that they are able to load windows
with the load from the deck above in a local situation. They know
how thick the glass needs to be, they know how to test them, and
have already discussed this with the class authorities. Ovens of the
size required to bend giant glass panels are now available, and
better builders have the design and construction expertise to
ensure total safety at sea. Bram Jongepier Manager of Knowledge
Development at Feadship says, “Now we are working with various
designers and potential clients on something truly spectacular that
will reap the rewards of all this research.” There is they say, “much
more glass on the horizon.”
ON DECK
One of the yacht’s most innovative exterior features is her large
sundeck, which doubles both as an open-air and/or interior space
with full air conditioning. To achieve this surrounding glass panels
on three sides can be individually raised and lowered, while the after
end uses a curtain of either hot or cold air to create an inside/outside
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TIME WITH…

ED DUBOIS

NAVAL ARCHITECT
AND EXTERIOR
DESIGNER

FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO
Tell us about the first Como
you designed for this owner
She is now called Polly and is a 136’ motor
yacht, custom built in 2007 to our exterior
design and engineering by Alloy Yachts in
New Zealand. She has an aluminum hull
and superstructure, with a beam of 27’10”
and a 6’ 2” draft with teak laid decks. We
designed her as a semi-displacement yacht
and specified an ultra-modern stabilization
system to reduce roll and motion effect. She
also features bow thrusters making her
extremely maneuverable at low speeds. She
was built to comply with MCA and LR
standards and has a cruising speed of 16knots, max speed of 17.5-knots and a range
of 4,000nm from her 13,473 US Gal fuel
tanks. Accommodation provides for up to
10 guests in five suites and for up to 5 crew.
Is this the first version of his
second motor yacht you have
designed for this owner?
No, we had done a design for Neville before
in 2009. She looked a bit like Loretta Anne,
a yacht we designed and was built by Alloy
Yachts in 2012. But he decided to put things
on the backburner because of the financial
crisis and was afterall very content with the
2007 built Alloy Como
How was the project resurrected?
To get Neville to the starting blocks again I
knew we had to kick-start his interest. So in
2011 I came up with a completely new
shape; more upright stem, the bold
sweeping (inflected) sheerline… and lots of
glass, including the long bulwark window
adjacent to the owner’s stateroom for
amazing light and views.

Overall how would
you best describe Como?
We are especially proud of her. The
design, we think, is quite new and rather
exciting to look at. The flybridge has what
I call up and down glass all round and the
space can be air conditioned when the
glass is up. The whole vessel is beautifully
put together. The build quality is really
amazing and the interior style, by RWD,
reflects our exterior very well I think.
Is the plumb bow she sports
due to fashion or does it
have practical applications?
It is a mixture of the two. No one can deny
that the fashion for the shape of the bow is
going back to the days when all ships and
luxury yachts looked that way. Consider
the bow of the steam yacht Delphine for
example. But as with the hem-lines of
women’s dresses, these things alter over
time in a fashion that is somewhat
cyclical. That said, you always have to
remember that a vessels speed is achieved
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as a direct proportion to her waterline
length. Put more hull onto the waterline
and the faster the yacht can go, provided
the propulsion package is correctly
specified.
How do you stop the foredeck
become wet with breaking seas
without a flare to the bow?
The bow of any plumbline yacht needs to
have a pronounced knuckle to shed away
the seas. In the case of Como we
calculated the design of the knuckle and
then tested our expectations using a tank
test facility operated by the Wolfson Unit
at Southampton University. They have
been conducting towing tank testing on
yachts for over 40-years, the bulk of it
concerning craft up to 300’ with speeds
up to 80-knots. Bespoke test programs
are built to the client’s requirements. For
a yacht like Como they can take up to
five days and may modify during the
testing in order to take account of the
results as the tests proceed.

FROM THE BRIDGE…

CAPTAIN MARK SMITH
MY COMO’S MASTER

FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO
Have you always been involved in
boats throughout your working life?
Yes and no! I started working as a boat
builder back home in New Zealand with
Don Senior Boats on the construction of
luxury motorboat in 1990. A year later I
began a plumbing apprenticeship and
worked on general residential plumbing for
three years. I liked working with my hands,
so in 1994 I turned my hand to carpentry,
working on the construction of inner city
luxury apartments. In 1997 I began to use
my skills on yachts and joined the 100’
charter motor yacht Admiral Bolitho as a
deckhand/carpenter. I became a confident
tender driver and watersports trainer, while
my carpentry skills were put to good use in
the presentation of boat.

As one would expect from Feadship and a motor racing
enthusiast owner, the raised pilothouse enjoyed
considerable attention.
saloon where a normal three deck yacht would have a skylounge. The
sundeck is also a space that doubles as the fly bridge. At the forward
end is a pedestal style helm reminiscent of that of a sailing yacht; its
presence is probably a testament to the successful sailing boat race
history enjoyed by Crichton as much as it is to the sailing yacht
design heritage that is in the DNA of the Dubois Yacht Design team.
Either way it is a startling yet pleasing design statement that
demonstrates the unique design flavor of this yacht.
At the after end of this same deck is another design statement, this

time in the form of the ensign staff, which rather cleverly
incorporates a spotlight. Between the two design icons the space is
devoted to fun, fun, fun as the Beach Boys would sing. Each year
this yacht will, like the Como before her, start off the season at the
Monaco F1 GP in a trackside berth, moored stern too and as close
to the racing car circuit as it is possible to get. Here in the early
summer sunshine this deck truly proves its worth, acting as it does
as a viewing platform for the owner and his many invited guests.
Crewmembers have space to serve cold beers and other drinks from
the spacious well planned bar, and cook up shrimp and steak on the
massive ‘barbie’. (BBQ).
The space offers just as much fun in the sun when the owner’s party
is more relaxed. Two four-person tables convert cleverly into a
twelve-cover al fresco dinning table and a 50” TV drops down in
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What other yachts have you worked in?
I joined Fulmara with the same captain
from Admiral Bolitho. We had completed
three years together on a busy charter boat
and we knew each other well. He made me
responsible for navigation, pilotage, watch
duties, crew management, maintenance,
presentation of boat, organization of all
outside equipment which included the
tenders, jet skis, windsurfers and sailboats. I
worked on the 213’ Sokar then as 1st
mate/Engineer, on the sailing yacht Maya
Ray on which I spent over twelve months
cruising to Tonga, Fiji and Vanuatu. I
became 1st Mate on the motor yacht
Antarctica and completed a total of 24,000
miles on her, sailing from New Zealand to
the Mediterranean stopping over at Tahiti,
Australia, Thailand, India, Maldives,
Seychelles, and into the Mediterranean.
What is the biggest yacht
you have worked in?
That would be the 301’ motor yacht Tatoosh

where I was the 2nd Officer. I was the
navigation officer onboard, which involved
taking care of all charts, publications and
completing all passage plans. My
responsibilities included ensuring the sixdeck crew carried out and achieved a very
high standard of maintenance. I also
maintained and drove the 44’ Hinckley jet
boat and the 44’ custom race sailing yacht.
While serving in Tatoosh, I completed a
total of 38,000 miles, traveling to Mexico,
Panama, Florida, Caribbean, Tahiti, and the
Mediterranean. In addition to numerous
and frequent charters for the owner, during
my time on Tatoosh I was present for three
charters, two of which were during
Christmas/New Year and the other for five
weeks in the Mediterranean.
Did you become involved in the
way this new yacht developed?
Yes the boss is very ‘hands on’ and likes every
aspect of his yacht to be practical. He and I
discussed many things and I made several
trips to Holland while I was in command of
the first Como. Once she was sold I was able
to take a more direct role as a joint Project
Manager, working in Holland along side
Steve Jacover who had handled the build for
the boss from the start in February 2012. He
is very experienced as a project manager and
knows the shipyard well. I think it is
imperative to have someone who knows what
a yard can and cannot do. Steve certainly
knows how to get the best out of Feadship.
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The yacht is quite lean
manned, is that intentional?
Yes, the boss likes to keep things low key
and casual, but that is not to suggest we
do not work as hard as other yachts, or
that he gets less of a service. We are
never going to charter. During the
design and construction the focused was
to stay under 500GT. She is registered as
a commercial yacht not in trade. Our
crew consists of three permanently
employed staff, and I hire an extra three
during the operating season. There are
no watersports on board and the owner is
happy to drive the tender himself, which
means we only need have one deckhand.
I am more than happy to help him with
wash downs and keeping the boat ready
for when the boss turns up.
What is the operational
year for this yacht?
Well she was built to fit this berth in
Antibes because the owner owns it, so we
spend a lot of time here in the summer
season and of course are here
throughout the winter. Our year
generally begins with a full house over
the Grand Prix racing in Monaco and
continues at a less frantic pace over the
summer with the boss on board for
around 60 to 80 days. He is very
organized, we know when he is coming,
who will be with him and where we will
be going. In short the near perfect boss!

CONVERTING BETWEEN AN OPEN AIR SUNDECK
AND AN ENCLOSED SKYLOUNGE AT THE TOUCH OF A
BUTTON, THE RETRACTABLE WINDOWS OF THE UPPER
DECK MAKE THIS A HIGHLY VERSATILE SPACE.
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TIME WITH…

STEVE JACOVER
PROJECT MANAGER

FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO
When where how did you become
involved with the build of Como?
I was chosen as Project Manager in the
middle of January 2012, a couple months
after the shipbuilding contract was signed
between the yard and owner. I was chosen
based on recommendations from Dubois
and RWD, having worked with both
previously on the sailing yacht Twizzle and
the motor yacht Drizzle. I have also
completed multiple successful projects at
the de Vries shipyard over a 25+ year period,
so know the shipyard and its employees
quite well. Lastly the owner is a sailboat
racer with a background in maxis. This is a
history we both share and explains how I
first started in the superyacht industry in
the late 70’s.
Do you consider Como
to be radical in design?
I would consider her a pleasant design with
interesting use of glass and unique upper
decks arrangement. All very pleasing to the
eye. Probably not an overly radical design,
rather a good design.
Did the extensive use of glass present you
with any difficulties during the build?
The size and shape of the certain glass
panels required by the designers did at
times become a challenge, many of the
normally used suppliers were unable to
deliver the necessary material. Finding a
supplier who could deliver glass sections as
requested by the designers proved to be in
some cases impossible. The shipyard
needed to review the normal suppliers and
in this case looked outside the regular list of
their subcontractors.
Como has very large unsegmented hull
windows in the guest cabins. This gives a
unique impact for the interior, but plays
havoc with current classification hull
window size limitations. Discussions with
Lloyds to have this allowed on this build
was both interesting and a challenge.
Special strength testing at the suppliers,
together with serious discussions/approvals

referencing similar designs built “down
under” which had been previously allowed
by flag and class, were necessary before
permission was granted to proceed.
Do you think this yacht could have
been built elsewhere in the world?
I think the yacht could have certainly been
built elsewhere, but without the same high
quality and attention to detail achieved.
Many industry experts upon viewing her
have been highly impressed with
what they found.
Is this the most technically advanced
yacht you have ever been involved with?
No, I would not consider this the most
technically advanced yacht I have ever
been involved with, that distinction would
probably have to go to the Lurssen-built
explorer yacht Octopus. Her diesel electric
propulsion, large wet/dry dock with hinged
bottom plate, submarine and tender
deployment arrangements, underwater
observation lounge, AVIT and music
studio were all cutting edge technology.
What do you think is the next
big thing in superyachting?
Pushing the external design to more
extreme limits is, I believe, the next step.
More radical exterior designs, utilizing more
glass as a construction material, is in the
future. As the glass gurus and specialist are
brought into the build teams to help define
the possibilities and limitations we will see
more changes. Lets hope as these design
evolve the battle of form following function,
or vice a versa, does not get too weird.
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What are your thoughts on alternative energy
power for superyachts?
My prediction is that propulsion energy for
superyachts in the future will be some type of
fuel cell; but I would not expect this to be
practical for some time yet. Fuel cells have been
used successfully for several decades in
submarine propulsion, but they require
dedicated shore support installations to keep
them running. This will be the main problem to
solve for yachting or the commercial
maritime sector.
Is the Green or Eco-Friendly
yacht fact or fiction?
To be 100 percent honest, in my opinion Green
or Eco–Friendly it is fiction in the superyacht
arena and will remain that way for quite some
time. More modest, small, owner operated yachts
that utilize wind, solar power could be given this
label, but would they would not be a superyacht
with all the comforts, bells and whistles.
Are there any amusing anecdotes
you can tell us about a build process?
I was once asked on a yacht that was 95 percent
complete if the owner could land his personal
twin-seat Harrier Jump Jet on the flight deck?
At first I thought I was having my leg pulled, but
the request was quite serious and a lengthy
investigation and review had to be conducted to
satisfactorily answer this question. In the end
the request was withdrawn, but not before a plan
was drawn up to define the changes required to
the yacht to make it possible. No request, no
matter how far outside the box it may sound,
should surprise you. As the saying goes, ‘it
will usually be possible, it only takes
time and money.’

White marble and highly polished stainless steel are the primary materials of a clean
contemporary interior design by Redman Whitely Dixon.
front of the sofa. Rather surprisingly for a yacht of this size the
almost obligatory hot tub is missing. In truth brokers and
brochures more regularly employ the device than your average
superyacht owner, and Crichton is not especially keen on the
water and elected to keep the space uncluttered. The fact he
does not enjoy being in the water helps explain why the garage
is so remarkably free of jet skis and other water toys.
Finally, right aft on this deck is a clever solution to an age-old
problem that no real seafarer can fail to notice: the neat manner
in which the designers have chosen to stow the life rafts. Out of
sight, but nevertheless stored inside float free pockets that
render them immediately deployable should an unfortunate
incident require them, the liferaft well is a simple solution to a
problem that so many other designers have wrangled with and
failed. What a shame Ed Dubois cannot patent an idea!
INTERIOR
The interior styling, by Redman Whiteley Dixon, is sympathetic
to the exterior theme and is both elegant and progressive in its
use of dark timbers, polished stainless steel and fine detailing.
Like Dubois, RWD are performing an encore, in that they too
were the interior designers of choice on the first Como. If the
sundeck is said to be an outside/inside deck, then the way the
sliding glass doors from the main deck aft open into the main

saloon must create what we can only describe as an
inside/outside bar. It is so clever that only by being there and
watching it happen can it be fully appreciated.
Outside the door is a wet bar that serves guests on deck who
may be lounging on the athwartships, forward facing sofa.
Inside there is a matching bar that serves those inside the main
saloon. Push a button to slide back the glass doors and the two
bars not only become one, but at the same time a sunken
champagne bucket is revealed, joining the two bars to create
one long inside/outside bar. It is an innovative feature we feel
sure we’ll see repeated with various levels of success again once
owners, designers and other shipyards see it.
The main saloon features a rotating circular floor, allowing the
seascape to be admired from any direction with ease. The
engineering of this feature, devised by Feadship, relies on
compressed air to provide silent, frictionless rotation at the
touch of a button. Press it, and the circular central section of the
decks rises, allowing it then to be manually pushed around in
order to have the sofa face the direction of choice. The area
doubles as a cinema and an 86” drop-down TV, cup holders in
the wings of the sofas and armchairs… all that is missing is a
popcorn machine.
Black and white photographs of the female form are used
throughout to adorn and decorate the bulkheads, all stylishly
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"I ANTICIPATE A
COUPLE OF SEASONS
CRUISING IN THE MED,
HOWEVER I WOULD
VERY MUCH LIKE TO
CRUISE IN THE SOUTH
PACIFIC AND,
IN PARTICULAR,
NEW ZEALAND."
NEVILLE CRICHTON,
OWNER

TIME WITH…

NEVILLE CRICHTON
THE OWNER OF MY COMO

FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO
How would you describe Como to
someone who has not seen her?
A 151’ sport boat with two and a half decks,
and a lot more glass than the average boat
of this size. She is geared around
entertaining and cruising. To my mind, the
perfect yacht has excellent sea keeping
abilities, build quality and ease of use. So
perhaps I should just say she is perfect!

Which is more important to you, the
building process or the operation?
I think both are important, but I always
look forward to the use of the boat after
the building process is complete. The best
part of owning a yacht is owning it and
cruising. Enjoyable though the design and
construction is, it remains a means to an
end, which is the pleasure of cruising.

Did you feel any resistance from Feadship
to your use of your own design team?
No, not at all. I made it clear that this was
part of my plan at the very start of the
negotiations, so it was never an issue. If the
shipyard had not agreed to this at the
beginning, then I would not have built the
boat with them.

What have you learned from buildings
of many yachts over the years?
To many to really list individually, as I am
always striving improve in all areas and,
therefore, I am always learning and
searching for new ideas and techniques.
Every boat is an improvement on the
previous boat and I don’t believe there is
any one area that stands above the rest.
However, the use of new materials such as
carbon fiber and lightweight aluminum
has made a considerable range of changes
to not just the construction, but also
enables other changes to the design. This
has been a constant evolution as these
materials have become available and
techniques for their use have changed,
allowing them to be included more widely
in designs.

What lead you to choose Dutch builders
over builders in New Zealand?
The yard in which I have been involved,
Alloy Yachts, had some quality issues with
my previous boat and, without doubt, the
resale value of a yacht built by Feadship is
well above that of boat built by Alloy
Yachts. It is a little too early to say, who will
build my next yacht, but now I have an
excellent relationship with deVries and I am
looking forward to working with them again
on another project.
What is it in your mind that makes this
Como special?
Como is a littler larger than my last yacht and
I feel that the levels of quality achieved by the
Dutch team at Feadship are far superior to
that of my previous boat. I think the large sun
deck that can be fully enclosed or opened up
by the lowering all of the windows is a very
special feature. It is my favorite area on board
because of the openness and, with the glass,
it can be used to relax or entertain in most
weathers in comfort.

could handle a wider range of sea
conditions and something we could
cruise comfortably at around 17-knots.
We have been able to achieve that with
this new boat.
How much personal involvement
did you have in the design process?
I worked closely with everyone on the
design team and they delivered
everything I wanted, at no point did I
ever encounter resistance to any of my
design contributions. There was never
a time when I was forced to
compromise on a desired feature
during the design or build.
What are your plans for
cruising with this yacht?
I anticipate operating Como for a
couple of seasons and initially will
cruise in the Mediterranean, however
at some stage I would very much like
to cruise in the South Pacific and, in
particular, New Zealand.

You started and then sold Alloy Yachts,
might you ever own another shipyard?
No. I have no plans to be in the boat
building industry. I enjoyed my time with
that business, I set up Alloy Yachts
specifically for a purpose, I achieved that
and then I sold it on.

Tell us about the four remote control
sailing yachts kept in the garage.
We use them regularly. It’s something
in which everyone may participate and
its great fun–it’s just like sailing real
yachts, but they are toys. We have a lot
of fun! One of them is called Alfa
Romeo after my favorite of all my
sailing yachts.
Alfa Romeo 2, was my 100’ maxi
and she had canting keel.

When you set out to build this yacht
what were your instructions to the
design team?
I think we started with the previous boat
and looked to improve every area. I wanted
something a little bit bigger and which

If you could sell the concept of super
yachting to someone who has never
thought about being an owner what
words would you use?
Pleasure. That is the one word
that sums up the whole experience.
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FEADSHIP 151’: MY COMO

THE BIG CASTOLDI
TENDER IS LAUNCHED
THROUGH A GULL WING
DOOR PORTSIDE, WHILE
COMO'S TEAK-LINED
GARAGE DOUBLES AS A
WATERSPORTS CENTER.

achieved in the best possible taste. Wine fridges and coolers are
everywhere, pantries are located on every deck and you are never
more than a few steps away from a conveniently located day head.
Deckheads are unusual in that they are of stainless steel, some
polished to a mirror finish while others brushed to a satin-like
appearance. It is an unusual and quite delightful difference from
other yachts we have reviewed.
The master suite is a study in masculinity. In the sleeping quarters
stunningly wall-consuming windows look out over the ocean,
across bulwarks cleverly cut away by Dubois and replaced with
glass to enhance view enjoyment. The bed is in the center of the
room and elevated to take in the stunning panorama. White marble
floors and stair treads are signature features of the yacht and down
below, in the guest accommodation, white marble is again used to
great effect. Here, despite being so close to the waterline, glass
windows are enormous and almost Lloyds class defying in their
size; so much so they are unlikely to be repeated in future yachts
unless the Class Surveyors have a change of heart. We particularly
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liked the design feature that has the fronts of cupboard doors
feature fine linen cloth sandwiched between two panes of glass.
The effect is both dramatic and effective. All cabins have spacious
en-suites, none of which feature a bathtub. In fact these expanses
are one of the very few criticisms we have of the yacht: because the
space used to achieve the ultimate ‘wow factor’ could be considered
decadent and perhaps would be better employed in either
installing tubs or creating additional space in the cabin to provide
more comfortable beds. The other area of disappointment is in the
crew accommodation. Here Feadship, perhaps because they have
not had the opportunity to build a sailing yacht, continue to box in
every empty space that could otherwise be put to better use as
storage or to provide wider mattresses.
The engine room is a delight as you would expect from a
collaboration that includes this shipyard and an owner with such a
passion for racing and selling motor cars. Everything is shiny bright
and wonderfully clean. Clear intelligent labeling means that anyone,
after a few moments of careful consideration, can transfer the

contents of the starboard side fuel tank to the port side. “But please
don’t do that!” pleads Kent Walters, the yacht’s engineer as we
ponder whether or not to put the concept to the test. In the garage
synthetic teak decks have proved their worth, giving a clean look to
the space that houses the big Castoldi tender that is launched
through a gull wing portside door. Although the owner does not
dive, the yacht is fully equipped with dive gear and compressors.
There are one or two paddleboards, but little else in the way of water
toys save for an interesting quartet of radio controlled model sailing
yachts. Four, hand-crafted, one design yachts are carried so guests
can stage their own miniature regattas. These miniature sailing
boats are named after some of the famous sailing yachts that have
previously graced the owner’s stable, include Kokomo, Alfa Romeo,
Shockwave and Plyme Everything about this yacht has been totally
customized to Crichton’s individual requirements. Both the
designers and builders have utilized the very latest developments
and technologies, creating what must surely be one of the most
sophisticated superyachts in the world today. I
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